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ABSTRACT
It is arguable whether history is made by great men and
women or vice versa, but undoubtably social connections
shape history. Analysing Wikipedia, a global collective
memory place, we aim to understand how social links are
recorded across cultures. Starting with the set of biogra-
phies in the English Wikipedia we focus on the networks of
links between these biographical articles on the 15 largest
language Wikipedias. We detect the most central charac-
ters in these networks and point out culture-related pecu-
liarities. Furthermore, we reveal remarkable similarities be-
tween distinct groups of language Wikipedias and highlight
the shared knowledge about connections between persons
across cultures.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Behavioural
Sciences—Sociology ; G.2.2 [Mathematics of Computing]:
Graph Theory—Network problems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social network analysis, one of the most studied subjects
in the last decade, has been applied in very different contexts
ranging from online social networks [11], over networks of
fictitious comic characters [1] to animal social networks [5].
Here we present a study about connections of a different
form. We use neither self-reported nor observed relations
nor interactions inferred from activity logs. We focus on the
links between notable humans as they are recorded in col-
lective memory. To extract these connections and build the
corresponding networks we use different language versions of
Wikipedia, which can be seen as global memory place [12].
We exploit direct links between biographic articles as ev-
idence of relations between the corresponding persons, and
.
build biographical social networks for the 15 largest language
versions of Wikipedia. We investigate these networks sepa-
rately and analyse their similarity. We furthermore extract
the most important persons according to several centrality
metrics in these networks. This allows us to analyse and
compare the different language communities over their per-
ception and reporting of connections between notable per-
sons. The visualisation of the shared links present in most
of the different language networks highlights the connections
commonly known across language and culture barriers.
2. RELATEDWORK
Social networks analysis on Wikipedia has mainly
exploited editor interactions, either via generating co-
authorship networks [8] or analysing social interactions on
article and user talk-pages [9]. Additionally, co-authorship
has been used to create networks of similar articles [4].
The link structure of Wikipedia articles has been studied
extensively: common features have been found in the net-
work topology of several language versions of Wikipedia [14],
and rankings of the most central entries in the English Wi-
kipedia have been presented [3]. The idea of restricting the
network to articles representing entities of a given type has
been followed in [2], introducing a framework for visualising
links between philosophers in the English Wikipedia.
Different language versions of Wikipedia have been com-
pared to study cultural differences among their communi-
ties [13]. While this has been done mostly by analysing the
behaviour of the editors, here we propose to study differences
and similarities as they emerge from the link structure of the
artifacts created by different communities.
3. DATA EXTRACTION
To obtain a list of articles about persons on the English
Wikipedia, we relied on a dataset from DBpedia1. The
dataset contains links to 296 511 existing English articles,
which we parsed to identify the names of the corresponding
articles in the other 14 language versions of Wikipedia with
the largest number of articles at the moment we extracted
the data (September 8 to 13, 2011).
For each language version we generated a directed network
where nodes represent persons with a biographical Wikipe-
dia article and a node i links to node j if the article of the
person i is linking to the article about person j.
As many Wikipedia articles have alternative names which
redirect to the same article, we had to track these redirects
1
http://downloads.dbpedia.org/3.7/en/persondata_en.nt.bz2
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Persons with most redirects:
Muammar al−Gaddafi 251
Osama bin Laden 117
Barack Obama 114
Jesus 109
Elizabeth II 101
Eminem 96
Joseph Stalin 88
Omar al−Bashir 87
Genghis Khan 84
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 84
Athelred the Unready 83
George W. Bush 80
Mary (mother of Jesus) 80
Figure 1: Distribution of the number of redirects
per biographical article for the English Wikipedia.
for every person and every language with a script provided
by the Wikimedia Toolserver.2 The number of redirects per
page follows a heavy tailed distribution as can be observed
in Figure 1. The table embedded in the figure lists the 13
persons with the largest number of redirects in the English
Wikipedia. The article about Muammar al-Gaddafi leads
the ranking with 251 different ways of linking towards it,
more than doubling the redirects of Osama bin Laden, the
second ranked person.
4. RESULTS
In this section we study global metrics calculated for the
biographical networks of different languages. We also dis-
cuss rankings based on various definitions of centrality. In
particular, we present the most central (linked) persons in
the different language Wikipedia. Finally, we compare the
similarities between the different language networks.
4.1 Global network statistics
A brief overview of the principal social network measures
for the different language networks is given in Table 1. The
largest network corresponds to the English Wikipedia with
nearly 200, 000 nodes. The second largest, extracted from
the German Wikipedia, is only about one-third as large.
All language networks show very low clustering. The only
outstanding network is the Chinese with a clustering coeffi-
cient of 0.17, which indicates an important structural differ-
ence of the link structure in this language version.
By looking at the link reciprocities we find that it is quite
rare that two persons are mutually connected. One of the
possible causes of this observation may be the presence of
parasocial interactions [6], i.e. one-sided interpersonal rela-
tionships in which one part knows a great deal about the
other, but the other does not. E.g., when a person is influ-
enced by the works of somebody who died decades before.
We see that all networks are well connected, as the per-
centage of nodes in the giant component (GC)3 lies between
85% (Polish) and 96% (French and Japanese).
When calculating the average path length between two
persons in the GC we observe that the largest average dis-
tances are found for the Polish and Russian networks.
2
http://toolserver.org/~dispenser/sources/rdcheck.py
3The GC corresponds here to the largest weakly connected
component. Weakly connected means that there exists at
least a path in one direction between any pair of nodes.
Table 1: Properties of the language networks or-
dered by network size: number of (not isolated)
nodes N and edges K, average clustering coefficient
〈C〉, percentage of nodes in the giant component GC,
average path-length between nodes 〈d〉, reciprocity
r and maximal distance dmax between two nodes in
the network.
lang N K 〈C〉 % GC 〈d〉 r dmax
en 198 190 928 339 0.03 95% 6.53 0.17 43
de 62 402 260 889 0.05 94% 6.83 0.14 33
fr 51 811 283 453 0.06 96% 6.11 0.15 36
it 35 756 190 867 0.06 95% 6.28 0.14 42
es 34 828 169 302 0.06 97% 6.29 0.16 36
ja 26 155 109 081 0.08 96% 6.47 0.20 26
nl 24 496 76 651 0.08 94% 7.91 0.18 37
pt 23 705 85 295 0.07 94% 6.98 0.18 45
sv 23 085 60 745 0.07 91% 8.27 0.20 46
pl 22 438 50 050 0.08 85% 8.94 0.16 43
fi 18 594 44 941 0.07 87% 7.80 0.17 30
no 18 423 49 303 0.09 83% 8.31 0.22 48
ru 16 403 34 436 0.06 87% 9.10 0.10 35
zh 11 715 44 739 0.17 91% 7.20 0.20 32
ca 11 027 42 321 0.09 93% 7.14 0.17 32
Table 2: The top 25 persons in the English Wiki-
pedia ranked by in-degree. Ranks for out-degree,
betweenness and PageRank in parenthesis.
person in- out-degree btw. PageRank
George W. Bush 2123 89 (107) (1) 0.00209 (1)
Barack Obama 1677 51 (710) (8) 0.00162 (2)
Bill Clinton 1660 74 (205) (4) 0.00156 (4)
Ronald Reagan 1652 90 (103) (2) 0.00156 (3)
Adolf Hitler 1407 119 (26) (3) 0.00149 (5)
Richard Nixon 1299 86 (127) (7) 0.00136 (6)
William Shakespeare 1229 25 (4203) (63) 0.00113 (9)
John F. Kennedy 1208 104 (53) (5) 0.00123 (8)
Franklin D. Roosevelt 1052 71 (237) (15) 0.00131 (7)
Lyndon B. Johnson 1000 106 (50) (12) 0.00108 (11)
Jimmy Carter 953 80 (158) (9) 0.00113 (10)
Elvis Presley 948 82 (142) (27) 0.00063 (24)
Pope John Paul II 941 59 (444) (11) 0.00083 (18)
Dwight D. Eisenhower 891 55 (564) (22) 0.00095 (14)
Frank Sinatra 882 108 (47) (18) 0.00056 (28)
George H. W. Bush 878 87 (118) (19) 0.00096 (13)
Abraham Lincoln 846 54 (593) (40) 0.00089 (16)
Bob Dylan 835 151 (11) (14) 0.00055 (30)
Winston Churchill 748 84 (136) (10) 0.00092 (15)
Harry S. Truman 743 81 (145) (24) 0.00099 (12)
Joseph Stalin 723 69 (265) (43) 0.00089 (17)
Michael Jackson 663 71 (237) (34) 0.00042 (51)
Elizabeth II 653 52 (665) (6) 0.00074 (19)
Jesus 572 38 (1595) (51) 0.00068 (20)
Hillary Rodham Clinton 554 87 (118) (32) 0.00063 (25)
Finally, we also analyse the in- and out-degree distribu-
tions and observe heavy-tails, as found in many real-life net-
works, for all language Wikipedias (data not shown).
4.2 Most central persons
In this section we focus on centrality metrics for the above
defined biographical networks. In Table 2 we present the
top-ranked persons according to the degree centrality for
the English Wikipedia. We also provide results for other
centrality measures together with the corresponding rank-
ings. Betweenness measures the fraction of shortest paths
between other pairs of nodes passing through a given node,
while PageRank gives a measure of the global importance
of nodes, computed recursively putting a larger weight on
incoming connections from central nodes.
Table 3: Top 5 most central persons in the 15 analysed language versions of Wikipedia ranked by betweenness.
lang #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
en George W. Bush Ronald Reagan Adolf Hitler Bill Clinton John F. Kennedy
de Adolf Hitler George W. Bush Martin Luther King, Jr Barack Obama Frank Sinatra
fr Adolf Hitler George W. Bush William Shakespeare Barack Obama Jacques Chirac
it Frank Sinatra George W. Bush Pope John Paul II Michael Jackson Elton John
es Michael Jackson Fidel Castro William Shakespeare Che Guevara Adolf Hitler
ja Adolf Hitler Michael Jackson Ronald Reagan Yukio Mishima Barack Obama
nl Elvis Presley Adolf Hitler Bill Clinton Joseph Stalin William Shakespeare
pt Michael Jackson Richard Wagner Adolf Hitler Ronald Reagan David Bowie
sv George W. Bush Winston Churchill Elizabeth II Michael Jackson Adolf Hitler
pl Elizabeth II Pope John Paul II Margaret Thatcher George W. Bush Ronald Reagan
fi Barack Obama Adolf Hitler Michael Jackson George W. Bush Benito Mussolini
no Marilyn Monroe Adolf Hitler John F. Kennedy Bob Dylan Bill Clinton
ru William Shakespeare Napoleon II Kenneth Branagh Elton John Joseph Stalin
zh Chiang Kai-Shek William Shakespeare Barack Obama Deng Xiaoping Adolf Hitler
ca Adolf Hitler Che Guevara Juan Carlos I Michael Schumacher Juan Manuel Fangio
We find many American presidents, iconic American musi-
cians, and European leaders during the WW2 period among
the most linked. Interestingly, we observe that Pope John
Paul II appears to be a more central figure than Jesus.
Comparing the number of incoming and outgoing links, we
observe that in-degrees are of an order of magnitude greater
than out-degrees. We explain this phenomenon again by the
presence of the parasocial relations. For betweenness and
PageRank we do not find large differences in the rankings.
The only exception is Shakespeare, whose low betweenness
value can be caused by the low number of out-going links.
Interestingly, Shakespeare’s page is one of the most central
for several languages (see Table 3), but not for English.
In Table 3 we show the most central characters in Wikipe-
dia for the 15 analysed languages ranked by the betweenness
centrality. We observe that most of the presented persons
are known to be (or have been) highly influential in many
aspects. Thus, in these lists we find political leaders, revo-
lutionaries, famous musicians, writers and actors. We note
that political figures such as Adolf Hitler, George W. Bush
or Barack Obama dominate in almost all top rankings. In-
terestingly, William Shakespeare and Michael Jackson are
also among the central figures for several languages.
For many languages we find, however, that the top ranked
persons reflect country specific issues. Thus, for example,
Pope John Paul II is only present in the top five list of the
Italian and Polish Wikipedia, two countries which have a
special tie with this figure. In the English Wikipedia the
most central figures are former US presidents, while the
Spanish-speaking Wikipedia community marks out Latin
American revolutionaries. The Russian version surprisingly
highlights William Shakespeare and also Kenneth Branagh,
known for several film adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays.
Only the Japanese Wikipedia rankes the author Mishima
prominently, while two Chinese leaders, Chiang Kai-Shek
and Deng Xiaopin, are in the top-5 in the Chinese version.
When looking at these results, it should be taken into ac-
count that there is an Anglo-Saxon bias in the dataset, as
we relied on a list of notable persons extracted from the En-
glish Wikipedia, and persons from other cultures not know
internationally might be missing. In that sense the above
list reflects centrality among persons with at least limited
international notoriety.
4.3 Similarity between languages
In this section we focus on similarities between the net-
works emerging from the different language Wikipedias. We
Table 4: Similarities between the biographical net-
works of different language Wikipedias.
ca de en es fi fr it ja nl no pl pt ru sv zh
ca - .05 .03 .12 .09 .07 .08 .07 .10 .08 .06 .10 .06 .09 .06
de .05 - .11 .11 .07 .13 .12 .08 .09 .06 .06 .08 .04 .08 .03
en .03 .11 - .09 .03 .10 .08 .05 .05 .03 .03 .05 .02 .04 .02
es .12 .11 .09 - .09 .13 .14 .10 .12 .07 .07 .14 .06 .09 .05
fi .09 .07 .03 .09 - .06 .08 .09 .11 .10 .09 .10 .07 .13 .06
fr .07 .13 .10 .13 .06 - .15 .08 .09 .06 .06 .09 .04 .07 .03
it .08 .12 .08 .14 .08 .15 - .09 .10 .07 .07 .11 .05 .08 .04
ja .07 .08 .05 .10 .09 .08 .09 - .10 .08 .07 .09 .05 .09 .08
nl .10 .09 .05 .12 .11 .09 .10 .10 - .10 .09 .13 .07 .12 .05
no .08 .06 .03 .07 .10 .06 .07 .08 .10 - .08 .09 .05 .13 .06
pl .06 .06 .03 .07 .09 .06 .07 .07 .09 .08 - .09 .08 .09 .05
pt .10 .08 .05 .14 .10 .09 .11 .09 .13 .09 .09 - .07 .11 .06
ru .06 .04 .02 .06 .07 .04 .05 .05 .07 .05 .08 .07 - .06 .05
sv .09 .08 .04 .09 .13 .07 .08 .09 .12 .13 .09 .11 .06 - .06
zh .06 .03 .02 .05 .06 .03 .04 .08 .05 .06 .05 .06 .05 .06 -
Figure 2: Languages similarity network: every lan-
guage links to the two languages with the largest
similarities according to Table 4.
calculate the similarity for every pair of networks as their
Jaccard coefficient, i.e. the ratio between the number of
links present in both networks (their intersection) and the
number of links existing in their union. Table 4 shows the
obtained similarity results. For every language row we high-
light the two languages with the largest similarities. The
most similar language is also underlined.
Figure 2 further illustrates these similarities by drawing a
language similarity network. In this network a language A
is connected to another language B if language B is one of
the two most similar to A. Applying the Louvain method,
we divide this graph into three clusters. In agreement
with [10], we observe that most of the links can be explained
by language-family relations (e.g Romance and Slavic lan-
guages) and geographic or historical ties (e.g. Scandinavian
group, or Russia and Finland). We also find a number of less
obvious connections, e.g. Japanese to Spanish and Finnish
Figure 3: Biographical network of the connections
in at least 13 of the 15 analysed language versions.
Larger version available at http://goo.gl/Lc2Xl.
to Dutch. In fact, Dutch seems to serve as a bridge between
different language and culture groups.
4.4 Links present in most language networks
Finally, Figure 3 depicts the network of connections which
are present in at least 13 of the 15 language Wikipedias4.
The network is relatively small, containing 1663 nodes and
1738 links, but allows to visualise the quintessence of knowl-
edge about biographical connections present in most of the
analysed language communities.
The largest connected component in Figure 3 corresponds
to a cluster of US Presidents which connects over Ronald
Reagan to a cluster of British Premier Ministers. This group
is related through Winston Churchill to a cluster of persons
from WW2’s axis powers. The second largest component
is compound of several clusters related to the music and
entertainment business, and the third one of two clusters of
male and female tennis players connected through Dinara
and Marat Safin. Other large isolated clusters can be found
around such diverse groups as Russian and Chinese political
figures, French presidents, Israeli and Palestinian politicians,
Formula One pilots, World Chess Champions or actresses.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that biographical connections are record-
ed differently in the distinct language versions of Wikipedia.
Although the global social network measures are largely sim-
ilar for all these networks, the most central persons unveil
interesting peculiarities about the language communities. A
study of similarity reveals that networks are more similar
for geographically or linguistically closer communities. Nev-
ertheless, there also exists a great number of biographical
4The choice of 13 is arbitrary and taken mainly for visual-
ization reasons.
connections which can be found in most of the analysed lan-
guage Wikipedias. Knowledge about these social connec-
tions trespasses cultural barriers and represents part of the
shared global collective memory of our civilisation.
Possible directions for future work include the applica-
tion of the methodology to generate subnetworks of other
kinds of article categories, and a specific study of links
present in most networks but missing only in a few language
Wikipedias.
Finally, the gender gap among Wikipedia editors is a se-
rious concern for the community, and has been related to
the topics covered in the encyclopedia [7]. Our results point
out a very small presence of females also among the most
central persons in the encyclopedic content, suggesting the
link between these two phenomena as an intriguing subject
for future investigation.
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